
 

Naturally Nazareth 

100% U.S. Wool 

Merino Blend 

 

 

 

 

 

1 skein of Autumn  

makes 4 ears of corn 

16 sts=4” 

 

Knitting Needles: 

US #8 (5mm)  

18 sts=4” 

 

Measurements: 

Corn Ear  

approx. 7½”  long  

 

Husk approx. 

8” long 

 

Notions: 

Darning needle 

 

Fiberfill  

 

Brown paper  

bag or craft  

paper 

 

 

These knitted ears of corn will become part of your annual  

Fall decorations. Beginning knitters may use standard cast  

on and bind off, or you can choose a Provisional cast on  

and a Three Needle bind off.  

Indian Corn 
By Clara Masessa 

Beginner 



Indian Corn 



Indian Corn 

You may use standard cast on and bind off and  

sew the edges together to make a tube. If you  

prefer, use a Provisional Cast On and Three 

Needle Bind Off (instructions below). 

 

 

Begin: 

With method of your choice, cast on 30 sts and  

knit 34 rows. Join into a tube. 

 

Using a darning needle and yarn, gather together  

bottom of tube, pull snug and fasten off. Stuff with  

fiber fill.  

 

Cut 3 husks from a brown paper bag or craft  

paper and insert the fluted ends into the open top  

of corn. With darning needle and yarn, gather top 

together like the bottom and fasten off. 

 

Weave in all ends. Cut two pieces of yarn 18” long  

and tie in a bow around top corn. 

 

 

Provisional Cast On: 

With a crochet hook and waste yarn of same  

gauge, chain 30 sts. With main color yarn pick  

up 1 st in the back of each chain (30 sts). After  

knitting is complete, carefully remove crocheted  

chain while transferring the live sts to a smaller  

spare knitting needle to prepare for bind off. 

 

 

Three Needle Bind Off: 

With the right sides of both needles facing each  

other and the needles parallel, insert a third needle  

into first stitch of each left hand needle and knit 2  

stitches together and slip off the left hand needles  

to right hand needle. Repeat with next 2 stitches  

on left hand needles but leave them on the right  

hand needle. Pass the stitch on the right hand  

needle over the stitch on the left hand needle.  

Slip stitch to right hand needle. Repeat to bind off 

across the row.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


